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Below is a list of changes in the DBPLUS Performance Monitor system for monitoring Oracle databases.
New in version 2020.4

1.1. Anomaly Monitor
In the latest version of the application, we have introduced several changes to the automatic problem
detection mechanism in the monitored database. The main changes that were made:
- New mechanism for presenting alerts
- Anomaly monitor screen appearance change, Problem Load calculation
- Option to temporarily exclude a given instance from alert monitoring
- Ability to exclude individual queries from alert monitoring
- Ability to recalculate alerts
1.1.1 New mechanism for presenting Alerts
The basic change is related to the way of calculating the trend for performance statistics that are involved in
calculating alerts. From this version, the trends calculated for the statistics should better reflect the behavior
of queries on the monitored instance.
Additionally, the default Alert Problem definitions visible in the Reasons & Problems definitions tab have been
added and modified.
Another modification is related to the presentation of alerts on the Anomaly Monitor website. After enter the
website, User will see a graph that shows alerts that have been detected for the last 2 weeks. The chart will
show two series by default:
▪ Anomaly Elapsed Time
▪ Anomaly CPU Time
Important! The mechanism that calculates trends is not retroactive. The series will not be listed immediately
after updating the application. It is possible to recalculate alerts manually using the mechanism described in
chapter 1.1.4 Recalculations Alerts
These series show the impact of problems on the performance of a monitored database. The higher the value,
the problems detected by the Anomaly monitor are of greater importance for the database performance.
Additionally, the graph shows the problems with the division into classes detected in the analyzed period of
time, taking into account the impact on the performance of database.

Navigation on the website allows you to indicate a specific day on the chart, which changes the chart to a
detailed one for a given day, as well as filters out problems only for a specific day on grid level.
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If the User clicks on a given row under the graph, they will go to the details of the problem. Information for
12/21/2020 for alerts related to the SQL Statment class is displayed below. The table lists the queries along
with the performance impact on database (Anomaly Elapsed Time, Anomaly Cpu Time).

Clicking on a given row displays the statistics whose values have been exceeded within the given Alert.
Selecting a given statistic displays a chart with selected snaps for which an alert related to a given query has
occurred.

1.1.2

Disabling the database monitoring Alert

In the latest version, we have added the function of temporarily excluding a monitored instance from alert
monitoring. Configuration is available in the Configuration> Alert Settings menu under the Alerts Outage>
Instance Outages tab. Disabling alerts is a useful feature especially for test environments where data continuity
is lacking, and motion generated during testing doesn’t reflect the actual operation of the production
environment.
After enter the website, the current configuration will be presented. By navigating the date range, it is possible
to verify historical data. To disable monitoring of a given database, add the configuration by click the [Add new
outage] button.

Then, complete the configuration in the newly opened window, select the instance to be excluded, the date
range and, if necessary, the days and times when the exclusion should take place.
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On the Anomaly Monitor screen, if the datababse is excluded from the alert monitoring, a message will be
presented:

1.1.3

Disabling individual queries Monitoring Alert

In addition to temporarily excluding instances from alert monitoring, in the latest version we have added the
option to exclude individual queries from alert monitoring. This option is especially useful when the alert
thresholds are often exceeded for a given query and the administrator cannot improve the performance of a
given query (e.g. in the case of a query in system views). The functionality of excluding the query from
monitoring should be in the Configuration> Alert Settings menu in the Alerts Outage> Query Hash Outages
tab.
After opening the site, there is a list of queries for which exclusion is currently configured. To add a new query,
click the [Add new outage] button. A given query is always excluded from monitoring for a selected Oracle
database and a specific query hash.

Excluding from monitoring means that from that moment, when there are performance issues related to the
excluded query, the alert will not be reported by the applications.
If the query for alerting is re-enabled, select the editing options from the list and disable the given
configuration, or delete the entered configuration by selecting [Delete]. After changing the settings,
information about problems for the query will be presented again.
Attention! After re-enabling monitoring, alerts that were not displayed at the time when the query was
excluded from monitoring will not be restored.
1.1.4 Recalculations Alerts
The alerts recalculation function is useful when the User adds new alerts or changes existing settings. After
changing the settings, go to the Adhoc Alerts calculator tab in the Configuration> Alerts settings menu.
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Recalculation of alerts involves removing the current alerts that occurred in each period and recalculation of
new ones based on the settings in force at the time of recalculation.
The choice of the period for which the conversion takes place is very important. Please note that alerts are
calculated based on detailed data stored in the repository. If User choose a period in which there is no data in
the DBPLUS repository, the alerts will be deleted and due to the lack of data they will not be recalculated.
Additionally, alerts are based on historical data, the longer the period based on which the alert is calculated,
the more accurate the trend and the more precise the alert.
Attention! As a result, online alerts and alerts based on your own queries are not considered.
The recalculation procedure consists first in selecting the database where the alerts are to be recalculated.
Then select the period for which the alerts must be recalculated. – subject to the claims described above. Start
the calculation by click the [Calculate alerts] button.
After the conversion, a table summarizing the number of alerts before and after the conversion in each period
will be presented:
▪ Number of reason/problems – number of alarms,
▪ Number of alerts with warning state - the number of statistics for which the warning threshold has
been exceeded,
▪ Number of alerts with critical state - number of statistics for which the critical threshold was
exceeded.

1.2. New settings screen
In the latest version, we have modified the current settings screen. The change concerns general settings
available in the Configuration> Settings menu and the settings for the Dashboard screen available in the
Dashboard thresholds tab.
General settings
The settings have been divided into areas related to specific parameters:
▪ General Settings
Contains a parameter that determines the number of days to keep in the repository database.
▪ Query Statistics
Contains settings for query monitoring.
▪ Shared Pool Monitoring
Contains the parameter enabling the collection of the Shared Pool's memory area occupation history
▪ Session history Settings
Contains settings for the frequency of collecting information about locks and active sessions.
▪ Other Settings
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Additionally, after making changes, it is possible to return to the default settings predefined by DBPLUS
administrators.
If there is need to change a dedicated instance, select the Instance settings option and overwrite the settings
for the indicated Oracle database.

Dashboard Settings
The settings for the initial screen are available in the same way as for the main settings in the Configuration>
Settings menu, the Dashboard Thresholds tab, additionally by clicking the settings icon in the tile for a given
database engine.

A dedicated parameter settings window contains all available settings for the Dashboard screen. The screen
includes the ability to set thresholds for the basic performance parameters of the Oracle database. The settings
can be modified globally for all instances at the same time, as well as after switching to Instances settings,
User can change the settings for a dedicated Oracle database. The changes will be visible after refreshing the
Dashboard screen.
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1.3. Statistics for procedures
In the latest version of the application, we have added performance statistics for procedures run in the
database. This information is available in the Database Load tab, in the Procedures tab, in the detail level of
the monitored database.
After clicking on the selected point on the graph, the User receives information about the procedures that
operate in each period. All statistics presented in the table below the graph are collected for the last 15
minutes from the previous snap.
After clicking the [Plus] button, as in the case of queries, User can add the procedure to the clipboard or go to
the details available in SQL Details.

In the SQL Details tab, just like for queries, for each procedure, User can check and graph the statistics stored
in the repository.
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1.4. General improvements
1.4.1 SQL FIND functionality improved
In the latest version, we improved the query search functionality. The improvement consists in accelerating
the search for queries searched for a given phrase - the Statement by text option.
Another change concerns the improvement of remembering previously searched queries. In the latest version,
after re-entering SQL Details, the last searches for each of the available search options will be remembered.
1.4.2 Data precision in the tooltip
In the latest version, we have improved the display of tooltip data on the chart. In previous versions, in some
cases, data presented in the tooltip was rounded or displayed with a constant precision to two decimal places.
From the latest version, the data in the chart is always displayed with the precision set for a given column in
the table based on which the chart is displayed.

1.4.3

Database restart date

In the DBPLUS application at the level of the monitored instance, the top right corner shows the version of the
Oracle database as well as the date of its last restart. The problem was that in some browsers the information
was cached, and the actual reboot date was not always displayed. In the latest version, we fixed the problem
with refreshing information about the last restart of the monitored Oracle database. The date is refreshed
after taking the snap (maximum after 15 minutes).

1.4.4 Security Settings
In the latest version of the application, to the Security settings screen available from the Configuration>
Security menu, we moved the main parameter of the settings responsible for enabling / disabling the access
configuration operation.
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Another change concerns the addition of alias information to configured access. From this version on, the User
has the option to assign additional information to the user / group name or profile.
When creating a new user / group / profile, User can now add additional information. Adding information is
optional.

In order to change the description, User select the line which they want to modify and then enter the
appropriate value in the Description field.

The last change concerns the speed at which the data is written to the Security screen. The problem was
manifested in a longer waiting for a response after saving changes for customers whose configuration
contained many entries. The problem has been fixed in the latest version.
1.4.5

Monitoring of system sessions

In the latest version, we added gathering information about system sessions. From the latest version, system
sessions can be viewed in the session history.
Enabling the collection of system sessions will be possible after changing the parameter - Include system
session - in the Configuration> Settings menu in general settings or at the level of the selected database (the
parameter value is set to Off by default).
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Information about system sessions will be available in the Sessions menu in the Sessions history tab. A new
series Active System sessions has been added to the chart, which shows the number of system sessions since
the application update.

Details of system sessions will be available in the Session/Sort/undo history tab. Information about the number
of sessions will be available in the new Active System Sessions column:

As well as the view chart for Active sessions:
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